
Color Wheel Magic 
Workshop by Mary Anne Ciccotelli 

 
You will make this 3-D Color Wheel.  This is a quilter’s dream come 
true if you are looking for a reason to purchase lots of different fabrics. 
 
Don't have time to shop or not the right colors in your stash?  Not a 
problem!  Kits will be available for the color wheel portion of the 
project.  However, each quilter must supply the background fabric. 
 
 

Supply List 
 

Fabrics: 
 *Color wheel points:  one 7” square of each of the 12 colors (medium value):

1) red  
2) red-orange 
3) orange  

4) yellow-orange 
5) yellow  
6) yellow-green 

7) green 
8) blue-green 
9) blue 

10) blue-violet 
11) violet 
12) red-violet

(When choosing fabric, refer to a color wheel for accuracy.) 
 *Flying geese points:  36 – 3” x 4” rectangles  
  (One light, medium and dark of each of the twelve colors listed above) 
 Background and binding fabric:  1½ yds  
  ***(ALL quilter’s must supply; not included in the color kit)*** 
 Backing:  ¾ yard 100% cotton 
 
*Color kits will be available to purchase for $25.00 
(Each kit includes batik fabric for 12 color wheel points and 36 flying geese points)   
 
Note:  This project can be constructed from any color combination you desire. 
 
Other:  
 Color Wheel Magic Pattern $10.00 (available at the workshop) 

sewing machine and supplies  
  (manual, extra needles, oil, extension cord, power strip, pillow to sit on, etc.) 
 ¼” foot 
 thread to match background fabric 
 small rotary cutter w/sharp blade (approx. 28mm size) 
 rotary cutting mat 
 alternate rotary cutter (I have an extra one that I put my used blades in and use on paper) 
 rulers (6” x 24” and 6” x 12”)  
 heavy duty template plastic 
 permanent marker 
 scissors (paper & fabric) 
 pencil or chalk pencil (marks should show up on the background fabric) 
 glue 
 pins 
 seam ripper 
  
 Additional supplies need to complete the project (probably will not need at the workshop ): 

 27” square high loft polyester batting (optional - for trapunto if desired) 
 water soluble thread (optional - for trapunto if desired.) 
  

If you have any questions, please contact Mary Anne Ciccotelli 
914-738-2783 or info@NYQuilter.com 
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